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English Fairy Tales
Synopsis

While fairy tales were not originally intended for children, they have become a staple of children’s literature since the early 19th century. Here is a collection of English fairy tales, including many stories you will remember from childhood.
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Customer Reviews

I have been collecting the Calla Editions’ books since 2009. My first purchase was Tales of Mystery and Imagination (Calla Editions) and I was so impressed with the quality (wonderful illustrations, superior binding, etc.) that I began collecting the Calla books. Each and every book has been a delight, and not only have these books enhanced my home library, they have been a joy to peruse and read over and over again. Each book is illustrated by a well-known illustrator such as Arthur Rackham, Kay Nielsen, Chris Van Allsburg, etc. and the illustrations are the true highlights in each book.

In Calla Editions’ English Fairy Tales, the illustrations are by Arthur Rackham, a renowned early 20th century British illustrator (who also provided the illustrations for Calla Editions’ Grimm’s Fairy Tales). This edition contains many of Rackham’s amazing black and white illustrations, including silhouettes. In addition, there are sixteen large color plates. For those who might be interested, here is a listing of the stories included in this edition:

- St. George of Merrie England
- The Story of the Three Bears
- Tom-Tit-Tot
- The Golden Snuff Box
- Tattercoats
- The Three Feathers
- Lazy Jack
- Jack the Giant-Killer
- The Three Sillies
- The Golden Ball
- The Two Sisters
- The Laidly Worm
- Titty Mouse and Tatty Mouse
- Jack and the Beanstalk
- The Black Bull of Norroway
- Catskin
- The Three Little...
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